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Fahringer Advises On
Sentencing Techniques

Fahrlnpr ~ first OVF audience of the year. ·

October 2, 1974

Students Send-Open Letter
On Priorities To Faculty

Prompted by the coming
In contrast, the signatories
consideration of the Law SchooPs noted 11 the plight" of students who
Master Plan, a dQ.cument outlining had been closed out of key
its developmef\t over the ·course of professional courses and "the
the decade, a group of students, -complaint" that course Offerings
citing their "involvement in the were becoming "too fe~, too
academic and administrative affairs unrelated both to one another and
of the Law School," have issued an to p_rofessional career goals, and
open letter to the faculty too esoteric." The letter concluded
expressing reservations as to th3.t increasing numbers of
· certain current directions of the students were 11 being denied
Schoo l and suggesting other opportunities in widely-practiced
academic priorities . .
professional areas" while fewer and
fewer students were being
accommodated in expensive clinics
and seminars.
Signing the letter as individuals
The signatories stressed,
rather than as representatives of however, that the purpose of the
student organizations, the students open letter was less ,to criticize an
- Ray Bowie, Don Lohr, Ben imbalance than to Sllggest certain
fdziak, Ian DeWaal, Dan Mac measures to strengthen the
Donald, John Mendenhall, and professional program.
Mark Linneman - began by noting
Among six specific suggestions,
"a substantial diversion of -the the letter propQsed the
School's .resources, both material establishment of sequences or
and personnel, into two new .tracks of courses in "areas where
clinical programs," which they the Law School presently offers
feared would demand an even multiple electives," so that the
, greater budgetary commitment completion of such a sequence
once the current outside funding might possibly lead to a formal
grants expire in a few years. The "Concentraticin" on the diploma.
clinical programs cited were the Areas suggested for tracks were
SLF's and the Criminal Justice Tax, Labor Law, Commercial and
· Specialist Program.
Business Law, Constitutional Law,

International Law, Criminal Law
and Procedure, and State and Local
Government. Other pioposals were
for linking seminars to such
sequences, for prompt replacement
·of faculty on leave or sabbatical by
visiting appointments designed to
fill any resulting program gaps, and
for the Law School to refrain from
further commitment of faculty
lines to specifically
interdisciplinary cour~.
The students advocated that a
strong professional program be the
first priority recognized by the
Master Plan and that present
budgetary resources be devoted to
remedy.ing deficiencies in the
professional program.
The first faculty consideration
of the Master Plan, consisting now
of a set of recommendations
approv,ed by the Long-R~nge
Planning Committee, took place
last Saturday at a special day-lon1
meeting occurring as this issue
went to press. Further meetings on
the subject were expected before
the Master Plan's final ratification.
The text of the open letter is
published on page three of this
issue.

Herald Price Fahringer, noted Buffalo criminal defense attorney,
addressed a Moot tourt audience on the subject of sentencing on
September J 6 at the invitation of Distinguished Visitors Forum, SBA's
speaker bureau. The Fahringer lecture marked the first presentation
this year by the DVF, which is directed by Ray Bowie and Sue Silber.
Mr. Fahringer began his presentation, which was devoted largely
to the question of techniques, by noting that "an attorney's greatest
challenge is when called upon to defend a criminal defendant in a
sentencing proceeding," for the person's life is literally in his counsel's
hands. Since large numbers of criminal defendants are financially
compelled to dispose of their cases other than by trial, "the sentencing
process achieves paramount importance" and with it, the presentence
pleading.
Chief Judge Charles D. Breitel
In addressing the practical rather than legal aspects of
of the New York Court of Appeals
sentencing, Mr. Fahringer stated that in as much as probation agencies
will deliver an address in the Moot
are OYerworked, his firm often finds it helpful to prepare its own
Courtroom tomorr0w afternoon at
probationary report to the sentencing judge, presenting the most
3:00 on the subject of "Court
favorable picture of the client possible. He advised that the sentencing
Reform: Selection and Disciplining
judge be given information on the client relating to family ties,
of Judges." Faculty, students, and
achie_vements, civic invQ.lvements, and any mitigating factors in his
guests have been invited to-attend.
background. Such -information often, he said, is revealed ·by the client
Judge Brei.t el, in the Buffalo
only after intensive interviewing, and sometimes clients are reluctant
area
for tomorrow's dedication of
to divulge facts that might make the difference between a light or
the new City Court buildin~, will
harsh sentence.
be appearing at the Law School
Mr. Fahringer advised that a defense attorney owed it to the
tomorrow afternoon at the
. client to probe even the most squalid of circumstaflces, as it can be
invitation
of the Distinguished
argued that the defendant was trapped by such brutal conditions yet
Visitor ' s Forum, SSA's guest
sought the remedial assistance of social agencies.
lecturer buteau. He last visited the
Defense counsel should also secure the defendant's official · School a year ago in the course of
record, attaching to it his own explanations or accounts of mitigating his 1973 campaign for the office of
factors. Character reference letters from;respectable persons may also, Chief Judge of the state's highest
Fahringer said, be of assistance here, as mlght even be a lie detector court.
.
Judge Breltel when he spoke at lhe school last year.
test to attest to defendant's sincerity with refereRce to past
A Columbia Law graduate in
convictions where he claims not to have -known of the criminality of 1932, Judge Breitel practiced
Jn 1950, he was appointed by . Procedure, the A.LI. Advisory
his involvement:
_
privately until ·1935, when he Governor Dewey to· the Supreme Committee on a Model Penal Code,
Another technique Fahringer cited was that of comparative ente'.ed, public service. After Court, a position he held until and is presently a member of the
sentencing, where defense counsel would examine similar sentences, working on the Thomas E. Dewey joining the First Department of the A.l.1.'s Select Council, the
11st the lighter sentenc:es, and submit a report to the judge.
Special Rackets Investigation in Appellate Division from 1952-56. Institute of Judicial
Mr. Fahrlnser cited oral araument as "the most neglected aspect New York County, he became Judie Breitel has been a Judge of Administration, and the Board of
oithe craft" remarkin1 that a lawyer ~o Telies on his memo is Assistant Chief of the ·lndictment the Court of Appeals since 1967. Governors of the American Jewish
simply nesJlienL He advised that all arauments for liaht sentence Of Bureau, rising ~ Chief in 1941 .
In addition to service to the Committee. ·
· even no .entence be advanced before lhe judp, or as another Breltel then served as counsel to State of New York, Judge Breitel
Judge Breitel has written and
tedlnique that the clfent or his family be illowed io make lhe appeal, Governor Dewey from 1943 to has served as a member of President spoken often on the subject of
attorney carefully coaches.
1950 with broad responsibility for Johnson's 0 Crime Commission," court reform in New York State,
provided
"We owe to the defendant," he concluded, uall of the eloquence a wide range of leglolatlon and the Federal Commission on -and is considered by many as a
within us."
·
coordination ofexec:utiveagencies. International Rules of Judicial leadin& expert in the area.

Judge Breitel To Speak On Court Reform
.Tl)ursday.

the
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OPINION

Environmen'tal Internships

I

Welcome

' The staff of Opinion would like to extend a belated
welcome to the class of 1977. No doubt first impressions of
what law school is like have been washed away and replaced
by new thoughts. Having braved the initiation of long
waiting lines and general confusion, it is hoped that you have
begun to feel at home here.
.The law school offers many opportunities for you to
enrich your graduate career. There are numerous
organizations, some well-known and others not so,in which
'the first-year student may participate. We urge y9u to seek
these out and become part of the UB community .
Again, let us extend our welcome and hope this will be
a pfoductive time for you.

The Vice President?
As law students at the State University of New York
Law School, we feel it is necessary for us to denounce the
nomination of Nelson Rockefeller as Vice President of the
United States.
As people who are supposed to be concerned with
. justice, we cannot allow a man such · as Rockefeller to be
placed in a position of great responsibility, and most
certainly not in a position where he is supposed to be a
servant of the people of this country.
By his actions while Governor of New York State, and
by his . handling of his personal empire, Rockefeller has
shown· that he will -stop at · nothing to protect· what he. has
and to gain more. The . armed assault on the prisoners at

for these interns.
by Terence/. Centner
The program is based on an assumption that
The desire for law students to delve into many of today's youth who are pursuing further
environmental legal problems for some type of educational trai.ning in institutions of higher learning
financial remuneration often remains unsatiated

need some practical field experience. Thus, one of

because of the Scarcity of positions and the problems the goals of the program is to provide a practical
of applying a legal training in many of the available education to interns io supplement their academic
positions . However, · there is at least one training. Other goals of the program include
environmental organization which is enabling supplying agencies with highly qualified students
students to participate in environmental prOjec ts.

and, in many cases, qualifying interns as potential

The Massachusetts Audubon Society has developed staff. with their respective agencies or other
an environmental intern program that offers environmental organizations. In many cases there are
interested young people unique opportunities to pre-internship orientation meetings and seminars

participate in environmentally oriented projects.
This past year this Audubon Society placed 140
interns in jobs in six New England Sta~s and New
York. Funds for these positions are s,upplied by

during the summer work period. The Society
conducts a one day intern · workshop at its
headquarters in Lincoln, Massachusetts, at which afl

of the interns are able to attend two small group

private foundation support on a matching basis by discussions concerning different environmental
public and private agencies.. This program was concerns and meet Audubon staff members.
This past summer two students from this law
initiated in 1972 by John R. Cook, Jr., a former
environmental investigator for the l'jew York State school worked as interns under this program.
attorney general's office. The interns·are selected on Terence Centner worked with the Temporary State
the basis of their work experience, academic Commission to study the Catskills in Stamford, New
background, letters' of recommendation and, in York and Charles Jacobs worked with the Erie
many cases, an interview. Competition for the County Environmental Management Council in
various positions is keen. This past year there were Buffalo concerning plaiis for an easement program.
over 900 applications from 45 states. The employing Any student interested in an employment position
agencies also undergo a selection process to help with this society for next summer can contact John
maintain a high standard of employment experience Cook, Jr., M.A.S., Lincoln, Massachusetts 01773.

Lawyers Guild ·Convention
Focuses ·on Four Anti's
Anti-sexism, anti -racism, anti-capitalism, an d

Und erground - was a firm commitment to confront

Attica in 1971, the subsequent covernp of the atrocities anti-imperialism were the dominant themes of the
committed by · the assault force, a'n d • th·e frame "UP · of · ·r974: 'National' Lawyers · GGild :cbn"ventiori, held
prisoners on criminal charges to further cover up his August 8- 11 on the Univ.ersity of Minnesota
malfeasanc~ as governor, are all _blat.ant ei<amples of t~e campus. At least a thousand lawyers, law students
of!ic_ia!, Jawl~ssn~ss .!n . govern'm~nt _that !s ' su~posed' t,o 'bf '. and legal lv6r~ers - including several representatives
~li!f1.i_n~ted. in America by Ni1<on's demise,.
cif ' ttte 'Buffalo Chapter - converged on the Twin
Furttier examples of Rockefeller's lawlessness in office Cities for the gathering·, which go t off to an
'
ar_e al.I aro
, und, .u s. T
. h, e. rpgressive. ta>< ~ystem, gigantic.state auspicious start with the resignatio1n of United States

oppression perpetrated by and within the l,Jnit~d

·

,,

debts, the Albany Mall project, elimination of rent control,
welfare cuts, and the passage of the country's most
ineffective...and .oppressive ,:!rug law are all illustrations of his
insensitivity to human needs and his drive for personal
power.

We urge you all to oppose the confirmation of
Rockefeller as Vice President of the United States, so that
our future will not include the Presidency Rockefeller is
surely seeking for himself.

In Sight of the Forest

President Richard Nixon.

States, on a variety ' of fronts and with · viiried
techniques, including those traditionally associated

with the practice of law. Part of the history of the
G.u.ild

i,s

.a

divis~~ , be,~wqe~ p~o{>le ,

who

se~

themselves as legal people . with political interests,
and those who regard themselves as political activists
with legal sk ills; since the admission of law students

to full membership in 1970 the balance seems to
Over lj)O separate m;etings, workshops, and have tipped in favor of the latter.
presentations were on the agenda. These ranged from
Yet the dominant atmosphere of the Twin Cities
lectures on technical aspects of the law (for example, Convention was unity, not divisiveness. In two
Charles Garry on volr dire; Ben Margolis and emotional plenary sessions the Guild raised over
Leonard Weingla ss o n cross-exa mination} to $13,000 to cover its past deficits, and reaffirmed its
free -w heeling discussions of political strategy commitments to the legal strugg!es of Native
(including "Racism and the Class Struggle," Americans in the Wounded Knee trials, and those of
"Socialist Feminism," and others) and addresses by the Attica Brothers Legal Defense. Though the
such political figures as Juan Mari Bras, General movement for' progressive legal work often seems on
Secretary of the Puerto Rican Socialist party. A the verge of being overwhelmed by problems and
••

dance and a picnic provided interludes of sociability. contradictions - among them those stemming from
What emerged frolTT' the many meetings - its members' own sexism and racism - it was clear
including an ad hqc discussion of Prairie .Fire, the by the end of the Twin Cities Convention that it is
recent political statement of the Weather alive arid kicking.

· " · Faculty meetings this fall promise to be of unusual - at
least for faculty meetings - importance due·to the presence
on the agenda, of the Law School's Master Plan, that
This is to reiterate certain
document which will outline this institution's priorities and regulations set forth in the official
development through the end of the decade.
"Traffic and Parking Regulations,
New and innovative ideas are in the air at the moment, 1974-1975." These regulations
some taki~ more concrete shape than others in terms of were devised by the SUNY/B
Master Plan provisions, but also in the air seems to be a Traffic Control Advisory
nebulously pervasive concern that some of this innovation Committee and approved by the
has been launched with little understanding as to its goals, its University Trustees. The ones that
impact on the professional program, pr even as to its very bear reiteration at this time are:
"Parking is prohibited on all
nature.
,
roadways and service drives except
Progra·m s, in some cases, appear to have been
as otherwise posted for time limit
inaugurated by administrative legerdemain rather than
parking in selected areas 11 and 11 No
faculty .consultation, and such cases would seem to indicate person shall park a vehicle on the
violations, in spirit if not in the letter, of the F acuity premises of the University in such a
By-Laws. And with respect to one such program, .the manner as to interfere with the use
·Criminal Justice Specialist Program, serious question has of a fire hydrant, fire fane, or
been 'raised as to the propriety of alleged attitudinal or ·emergency zone, create any other
bi!hayiqr: rnoaification. as cine of the program's goals, a hazard or unreasonably interfere
with the free and proper use of a
question the faculiy cannot possibly disregard.
Observers of faculty meetings · report disillusionment roadway or pedestrian way.''
This latter regulation, besides
with the faculty's penchant for losing sight of the forest for
relating to regular roadways,
the trees, · f<;>r · concerning themselves with "housekeeping"
applies to the driving aisles,
iterns· while ' 'neglecting their responsibility · for program
walkways, and roadway~ within
sopervlsion .:cimsideration 'of the fyl~st_er P'tan hopefully will ·the patking lots; i.e., those persons
force tlie'm io' address the' llig 'qu~~ti_ci_l)S o/~i~h ,have gone who park vehicles ··lieyond the
unasked and unanswered for so long, the big questions that double' lines whicti marlOhe end of
relate to
mi.ssion of tlJ,is in~titution.
.
a, parking row and encroach on a
driving. lane are subject to being_
Students, eertainly, are entitled to some answers.

Notic~ on Parking Rules============

the

ticketed. They are also subject to
having their vehicles towed away at
the expense ofthe person to whom
the car Is registered if they are
blocking traffic or interfering with
free access to driving lanes or
entrances or exits by other
motorists or persons whose

vehicles are legally parked in the
parking lots.
'
In addition, the Department of
Transportation has advised that it
is not necessary to post 11 no
parking'' signs on campus roadways ·
as lonjf as each entrance to the

campus is marked with a sign that
informs motorists that parking on

campus roadways is prohibited.
All persons who have received
parking permits should also have
received a.copy of the "Traffic and
Parking Regulations, 1974-1975."
For those who have not received
them, Campus Security will be
happy to provide them. They will
be available at 196 Winspear
Avenue for Main Street campus
people and at Room 116, D-2, in
the Porter Quadrangle on the
Amherst Campus, .
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OPINION

END OF THE BA--R------by I eff Chomberloln
Moreheqd City .
North Carol/no
August 22, 1974
Morehead City Is not a proper place to begin to
compose the viewing-with-alarm-and-panic politico/
diatribes which ore the stock In trade of most columns In
student newspapers. But I promised that I would toke
guttersnipes_at everything; and after I hove solved all these

proble,ps I shall thence stop the War In Vietnam (or
wherever It~ playing this week) and write a 'scholarly
monograph Justifying an ''Incursion" Into ·1nd/a, So here I
a(JJ, sitting In DJJ(!)thea F/zzdock/e's Happy Buzzard Gos
Station and Taproom (overlooking historic Bogus Sound),
sipping a tepid 3.2 beer to wash away the slight yellow
fungus which had begun to form on my palate and
epiglottis from too many grits and too much cornbread,
with a beat up old Royal with no marr,lns, Just sufferlnUmy heart"out for the literary art, It was the best oft/mes;
It was the worst of times, and all that,
-

r

Ainer-ikan
lnjustice
by th e Buffalo Chapter,
Not/onol lowyers Guild

D.C.

Events occurring simultane; usly in Washi~gt~ ~.
aAd Buffalo, New York underscore the failings: of the
American system of justice. On Sept. 25, more than .three
years after the Attica rebellion, the first trial began. It is
ironic that during this same week the Senate confirmation .
hearings on Vice Presidential designate Nelson Rockefeller
commenced .

Rockefeller, while governor, during the four days of

__________________._A"-dv"1ce
to Freshpersons negotiation
with Attica inmates, refused to go· lo the
N
prison and resolutely opposed any form of amnesty. A
review of his public position is instructive:
11

Vou will brief your cases, or surely y0u will fail."

-AdolfHomburr,er, Fall, 1973
There are, it seems to me, only two subjects which are
appropriate for lhe initial appearance of this column. I
could begin with a colymn about "What I Did Last
Summer," in which would be related adventures hitherto
. unbeknownst to the likes of mortal mankind, in wliich the
columnist became a master of deduction by taking Tax A
in summer school, toured the Last Chance Winery, read
the current bestselling book Through Son Bernadina with
Gun and Camero, and had some small successes in sporting
circles, winning the Commonweal award for excellence in
paper doll cutting with a grand total of two and one-half
dolls. But that would be boring. The purpose and function
of this column is not to be boring. It is to be trite.
Therefore, this first column will be advice to freshpersons.
11
freshPersons 11 is unwieldy. 11 first year students" is
not only unwieldy, it is a sham; although there has been an
official pronouncement that the phrase would replace
11
freshmen" in the official vocabulary, little evidence that
this policy has been implemented can be found. Hence,
bowing to popular sentiment, 11 freshpersons" . And I
apologize.
-

Mr. Wallin, the Registrar, has a unique ' status in the
Law School . He is perhaps the only member of th e
administration proper to wh~om you may have the
opportunity to speak directly. It probably won't matter,
but you can at least take s~me satisfaction in the fact that
you have spoken with an actual official.
There is one other person "in" administration with
whom you should have at least a pass.ing acquaintance, and
that is the +ssistant Provost. This office is held by a
member of the fauclty, who shares this duty with a
reduced teaching load. This year wf! have a new one:
Professor Fleming. In this capacity, "Coach" Fleming is
somewhat of an unknown quantity. I think that if a
student can convince him of the validity of his position,
then Mr. Fleming will strive effectively on the student's
behalf. Those of us who " li ke" Mr. Fleming stress the
latter clause of this proposition, while those of us who are
not so easi ly convinced have emphasized the difficulties of
persuasion inherent in the former clause.
Virtually everything which must be cleared by the
administration is a "waiver of faculty policy. 11 Th ere are
pre-printed forms upon which to make whatever requests
you desire. These arc ca lled 11 req~ests for waiver of faculty
policy forms. " You can save yourself a bunch of- time by
uli,li zing these forms at th e outset, with out bothering to
di scuss your proposals first.
Finally, I would like to repeat t~ traditio nal welcome
to the Buffalo Law School. Look to your right. Look to
your left. They couldn't get into Harvard , either, . But if
you work dilligently, and brief your cases, in three short
years you too can look forward to a highly satisfying
career as a cab driver, insurance adjuste r, or real estate
broker. And oh yes, since somebody has to say it: law
·school is somewhat different fro m college.

Let me begin by being the n'th to 11 welcome you to
the law school. 11 And in the spirit of consistency, I trust
that this welcome will be at least as fatuous as the others
you are receiving. F.ituity 5eems to be an ascendant trait
around here, so you might as well get used to it. You are at
the Buffalo Law School, also known as the Faculty of Law
and Jurisprudence, State University of New . York at
Buffalo. The Law School used to be located on Eagle
Street in Downtown Buffalo (you can tell because it's
dirtier) . · Last year we moved to the present facility,
accompanied by much brouhaha, including a belated
dedication ceremony which most students were not
permitted to attend . Malcolm Wilson (yes, the Malcolm
Wilson) Spoke. And a good time was had by·all. You will
hear that O'Brian Hall is a great improvement over Eagle
Street. Had the Law School existed at Eagle Street in the
thirteenth century, it is apparently conceivable that Dante . . As a group of . students who h?ve had, both
would have added a level to his Inferno . You should 1nd1v1dually and collecuvely, involvement in the academic
therefore, ~ ppreciate this building, with its windows tha; ~nd administra_tiv.e affairs of the ~a~ Scho~I, we would
don't op.e n and its lack of air conditioning, its elevators . like to share w1~h t~e faculty certain 1mpre~s1ons we ~ave
that ride four comfortably, and Its outside walls that don't of the curr~nt d_irect1ons of the Schoo_l, ce'.tain reservat,o?s
·work (you can fly a kite in some of the classrooms on we entertain with respect to these d1rect1ons, and certain
proposals we wish to make as to academic priorities.
breezy days).
t With some serious misgivings, we note this semester a
There exist within the school several student substantial diversion of the School 's resources, both
organizations. The most visible is the Student Bar material and personnel, into two new clinical programs,
the Simulated Law Firms and the Criminal Justice
Association. The SBA serves no known function .
The student newspaper is called Opinion . You are Specialist programs, which will provide clinical experiences
to a relatively few ·students at heavy cost to the School.
reading a copy. Opinion serves no known function .
The Law Spouses is an organization of the spouses of Though aided by outside grant money, both programs also
law students which is to say the wives of male law draw heavily upon the regular School budget, demanding
vast material resources and commitment of faculty lines,
studen'ts. It u~d to be called the "Law Wives."
even while facing us with the prospect that an even greater
There are several organizations based on more-or~less commitment of regular budget resources and lines will be
"ethnic" criteria: BALSA, Puerto Rican Law Students, required within a few years as the grants expire.
and the like. There are also organizations wh1ch cater to
With serious concern, too, we note the plight of
specific interests, such as the International Law Club. m.lmerous second-year students who have been closed out
There is not, so far as I am aware, any formal organization ·of key - courses and the complaint of many third-year
catering to the special Interests of Jewish students whose students who find the seminar offerings often unrelated to
goals are to live in Greenwich, Connecticut and manage their career goals. Our concern is that course offerings
slum property, or WASPS who wish to become tax have, with the increased size of the student body, become
lawyers. ·.These deplorable instances of "reverse too few, too unrelated both to · one another and to
discrimination" are apparently Impossible to remedy. (By professional career goaJs, and too esoteric in some
the wa'y, "WASP" is redundant; did you ever know a Black instances to meet the needs of the student intent upon
practicing law after, graduation.
Anglo-Saxon. Protestant?)
A few words about the administration:
The result of the present directions of the School is
11
Provost" means the same as "Dean." We have one. that larger numbers of students are being denied
He is a sociologist. He is quite well known in his field, and opportunities in widely practiced professional areas so that
it is said that he gives th.e school a good reputation. It is a few students can be provid~d with expe~sive training
rumored that there was ~ plaq~ near one of the rooms at within narrowly specialized seminars and clinics.
Eagle Street commemorating the spot where according to
While we believe that it is the responsibility of the
local legend Dean Schwartz once actually spoke to a
faculty to scrutinize the latter programs more closely, we
student.

"/ do not hove the constltut/ona/ authority to grant
such a demand f total amnesty/ and I would not, even If I
hod the authority because to do so would undermine the
very essence of our free society - · the fair and Import/al
oppllcotlon of the low."
{McKay Commission Report at 321 ).
Yet since his nomination Rockefeller has publicly
supported President Ford's prior pardon of Richard Nixon
- one of his justifications being the feeling that Nixon has
suffered enough . While the Attica Brothers are collectively
facing 42 indictments alleging some 1300 felony counts,
Nelson Rockefeller, upon whom responsibility for the
massacre rests, is being considered for the nation's second
highest office.
A second affront to principles of justice is revealed by
the manner of this prosecution - the state 1s abuse of the
adversary process. While a staff of special prosecutors has
been appointed and allocated approximately $9 million,
the Attica•Brothers Legal Defense has not yet received one
dime from the state; this despite the fact that the Brothers
were foijnd to be indigent defendants. This is an adversary
proceeding which exhibits the same characteristics as
Christians doing battle with lions:
But despite these substantial obstacles, the Attica
Brothers can win. Th~y have the strength, ,solidarity, and
support necessary to struggle against and overcome the
formidable legal . arsenal assembled against them. It is
essential that we, as people working in the legal
community understand this historic event for what it is a whitewash of admillistrative repression and inhuman
prisoh cornJitions. We must suppdrt the Attica Brothers in
every way: by being in court every day if necessary; by
raising these issues in every available forum; and by
dedicating ourselves to seeing that justice is done.

Open Letter to Faculty
do wish to take the initiative in proposing several program
modifications which we hope will ·partially redress the
imbalance.
Firstly, we' wish to propose the cre~tion'. of Course
sequences or tracks in arej\s where the ·La~ School
presently offers multiple electives, such sequences possiply
leading to the notation of a "concentration" on the
diploma upon successful completion ofi a sequence.
Course sequences should be available in the areas of
Tax (with the addition of a course on taxation of foreign
holdings); Labor Law; Commercial and Business Law
(including corporations, anti~trust, and · securities);
Constitutional Law; International Law ; Crimina'I Law and
Procedure; and State and Local Government (including
administrative law). As the School is already strong in
several of these areas, sequences there would involve little·
additional commitment, while such commitment would be
necessary in a few areas of recognized weakness . .
Secondly, we propose, in conjunction ·with the
sequences, that an attempt be made each semester to link
seminars with such sequences, so that the seminars would
in effect be extensions of various electives in the sequence,
building upon the electives for more intensive investigation
in selected areas of major consequence. Treating the
seminars in such a fashion would better relate them both
to substantive areas and to the recognized interests of
students in the sequences.
Thirdly, the notation of a sequence or concentratioo
on students' transcripts and diplomas would, we feel,
facilitate placement, provide prospective employers with a
certification of th~ graduate's strength, and moreover serve
as a psychological incentive to students preparing for a
particular prclctice. ·
.
Fourthly, we ask that the School undertake to Insure
prompt replacement, perhaps through greater use of
- contlnu~d on
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NEWlAWFACULTY
.Allen

actions and mass litigation. She is afraid, however,
that recent Supreme Court decisions have rendered
her "obsolete before I start" in this area.
Watergate, in her view, is an albatross around the
neck ofevery lawyer and law student. "The image of
a lawyer in our society is of a person who uses large
words to cover up what he really means ... if we

Blumberg

care, ·we must make hard ethicai judgments to
promote public trust."

Karp

Mr. Allen, who was born in Chicago in 1948, has
had a truly extraordinary academic career.

On his way to receiving his B.S. in Mathematics
from Marshall University, ·he both made the Dean's
List and received a full scholarship for all eight
semesters. He was the number one B.S. graduate in
1!!7~. .
, _.,
· . 11• ~arril"1 his JD. fi:01)1 the University of Michigan
in. :19?3 (Order of the Coi_f, Magna Cum Laude,
Barrister Society).
·
·
Mr. Alle.n served as , a resea,_rch assi~tapt ·10
University of Michigan professors during each of his
summers in law school. His first job after graduation
was as a clerk to Judge Wallace Kent of. the lJ.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit.
_
· After'10dge Kent's 'death in ·7 973, Mr. Allen was
accepted as a Visiting Professor for one year at the.
University of Nebtaska College 'Of Law. · · · ·
His specific research interests include the use of
presumptions in criminal cases, as viewed from the
standpoint of the jury. Courses offered by Mr. Allen
will include Criminal Law in the Fall and , possibly,
Evid~nCe in the Spring.

Bell

After attending Cornell University for two years,
Ms. Blumberg received her B.A. from the University
of Colorado in 1960 (cum laude).
She remained al Colorado until late 1961, where
she studied comparative literature on a full graduate
fellowship. Her J.D. degree was earned at U.B., fr<?m
which she graduated summa cum laude in 197-l . Ms.
Blumberg won many academic honors during her

three years in law school,
She received American Jurisprudence Awards in
Contracts, Criminal Law, Property, Environmental
Management, Federal Taxation .(A & B), Wills,
Corpontidns and Criminal Procedure. In addition,

she was the recipient of the Clinton Scholarship
(highest average in the second-year class) and the
Spragrie Scholarship (hlghesi aveiagHrr the firsi-year class). Her graduation awards included the John
Bennett Achievement Award (most outstanding
student) and the 0aniel Distler ' 1\waid (best legal
. resea,ch). '
·
· ·
... , ·
· Ms. Blumberg's current position as Family Law
instructor is her third job since graduation.
Previously she served as Law Assistant t.o the
Appellate Division of the Supreme Court in
Rochester and as a Teaching Fellow in the Legal

Jason Karp graduated from St. Johns University
College of Business Administration in 1967, where
he was
member of Omicron Delta Epsilon, the

a

National Hono·r Society in ' Ecpnomics. His law

degree was earned at the University of Buffalo in
1970. ·
As a law studl,nt, Mr. Karp worked · in the
neighborhood offices of the Legal Aid Bureau. This
proved to be valuable experience for the man who
was to become first Staff Attorney (8/70), then
Acting Executive Attorney (.10/72-), . and, final\Y,,
Executive -Attorney (3/73) of the-Orleans Legal Aid
Bureau.

. His role :in the Legal Aid ,Bureau n.o doubt
prepared• him for ;· his .e::urrent positio.n, 1 <;linic~I
instr~ctor for the Simuiated (av.i'Fir~ Prog<am.

Spangle .

Methods Program at Harvard.
Her

legal

writings

conc entr a te

on

sex

discrimination in the federal tax structure.

lane

Mr. Spanogle, who this year will serve a one-year
appointment as Visiting Professor specializing in

Richard Bell was born in Illinois in 1943. After receiving a B. A. in Political Science from
Notthwestern .University in 1'964, Mr. Bell served a •
,three-year hitch in, the • Marines. He earned a joint
J.0./M:A .. (Philosophy) from Y·ale University, with a
Ph.D. in Philosophy expected later this year.
• Among his pub!.i9tions are: "Understanding the
Model of · Rules: Toward a Reconciliation of
Dworkin and Positivism" in ·s1 Yale law Journal,
1972 and "Max Weber on Law and Dl;velopment in
·England'-' (with• Jt>hn ,Balkosk_i). law and
Modernization Working, Papers, Yale Law Journal,
1972.
.
Mr. Bell's course offerings will initially be Torts
and Philosophy of Law.

Mary Kay Kane was born November 14, 1946 in
Detroit, Michigan. For the next 25 years, she
pursued her education solely in ' her home , state,
receiving both her undergraduate (1968) and J.O:
(1971) degrees from the University of Michigan
(cum laude).
As a law student during 1969- 71, she served as a
research assistant to Professor Arthur R. Miller at the
University of Michigan: Jn this capacity she
participated extensively in the preparation of Wright
and Miller, Federal Practice and Procedure, volume;
5, 6, 7, 7A, and all the annexed pocket supplements.
She also assisted Prof. Miller in his work, TM Assault
on Priwx:y: Computers, Data Ban/ts and Dossiers.
From 1971 - 74, · she worked on a National
Science Foundation Grant studying the relationship
between information te.chnology and the law. Her
last two years. were spent as Ccl,!lirector of the
program at Harvard. Ms. Kane's legal interests center
on civil proce~ure, specifically the area of class

Comfnercial Transactions, is a graduate of both
Princeton (1957, B.S. in Engineering) and the
University of Chicago Law School (1960).
He has been a member ·of four law school
faculties (University of Maine, University of Texas,
Vanderbilt University, and the University of
California at Berkeley), in addition to holding three
different Bar memberships in Tennessee (1960),
California (1961), and the District of Columbia
(1970).
He is the Chairman of the Maine Governor's Bank
Study Commission, a member of the American Bar
Association Commission on Regulation of Consumer
Credit, and served as a Research Associate for the
Brookings Institute (1966-67), th'e
Washington-based "think tank."
In addition to having written a wide variety of
professional articles, Mr. Spanogle has also ~uthored
several pieces for a more general audience. Among
these is the script for "The Credit Game," a . film
used in high Khools, and a -1972 supplement to
Compton's Encyclopedi• eotitled "Invasions of Your
Privacy," co-authored by Ralph Nader.
Not content to sit on the •ldelines ~nd merely
·criticize the direction of the law, Mr. Spani>&le can
also cl~im credit for an active role In the preparation
of Title 9A of the Maine Revised Statutes, as enacted
by the 106th Session of the state [egislalure.
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ILRPC Report onState·and Local Govtl
-

STATE AND LOCAL
GOVERNMENT LAW PROGRAM

municipal law practice (e.g., proceedings in the field of and approved by the candidate's Faculty Advisor. .
land use controls, and lawyers' skills •brought to bear in
The additional coursework might be taken during the
collective bargaining with p4blic employees); and (5) academic parts of the second and third years elf law school
methodology, both (a) the methodology of the decision (and fourth year in the case of four years students in the
I. lntrod~ction
sciences applied lo public policy formulation and analysis, J.D. program); or during the school year subsequent to the
During th e past decade the Faculty of Law and and (b) statistical and empirical research techniques of completion of residency requirements for the J.D. degree;
Jurisprudence of the State Universi ty of New York at value to the la~yer or law-trai ned official addressing or m one or more summer programs following the
, completion of the first year of law scho_ol; or through a
Buffalo ' h as de clared and reiterated its po licy of problems of pubhc man~gement.
Students maJonng m state and local government law combination of these, at the option of each candidate. In
concentrating a substantial measure of its resources in
teaching, research and related service activities in state and would have ampl~ opportunity to increase the breadth and each case the timing, sequence and selection of courses
local government law . The Faculty has implemented that depth of their special studies through law-related would be determined in consultation with the candidate's
policy by expanding its state and local government law coursework in other departments or schools in this Faculty Advisor.
Each multiple-degree candidate would be required to
curriculum from a single course, given sporadically, to the University Center.
offering of several courses each year. The number of
satisfactorily complete the course in Fundamentals of
fac~lty members devoting all or part of their teaching and
Municipal
L'aw, though in special cases an equivalent
Ill. Training Methods
research to the field has - risen from one or two to
course .. mjght be substituted. With that exception, no
approxirnately eight; and specialized courses in state and
The Faculty is committed to the development of common course list would be prescribed for all
local government law have increased to approximately ten,
improved training techniques in response to (1) pressures mult iple-degree candidates. The curriculum of each
some given each year, others in alternate years.
candidate would be designed with the assistance, and be-~
for the reform of legal education in general, and (2) the
In addition, contemporary problems of urban society
need for pedagogical innovation to cope with subject to the approval of, th~ candidate's Faculty Advisor
confronting state and local officials are being probed with
~n-traclitional state and local 'governmerlt law subjects. to ·ensure balanced subject coverage, depending on the
individuaPs special area of interest.
increasing intensity in co.urses of general coverage, such as Some steps alr.e ady taken in this direction are:
constitutiortal law, torts, property, criminal law and
Subject to the approval of his F acuity Advisor, a
(1) The current Sch.ool Law Clinic, concentrating
clinical programs.
·
multiple-candidate,
in accumulating the 96 credits for
largely on problems of student discipline;
These developments are the ·measure of the Faculty 's
(2) The designing of multi-l)erspective courses, such as coursework required for both degrees, could take courses
curricular ~esponse to rapid changes in American ur+--an Government and Land and Public Utility Regulation, earning up to nine hours of credit in departments or
I ife, which have shifted much of the attention of which integrate substantive . training with particular schools outside of the Law School. With like permission an
lawmakers, lawyers and the judiciary away from practice skills;
LL.M . candidate could include in the 15 hours of
Washington to the state capitols and local scene during the
(3) The offering Of 11 project courses," such as the coursework beyond the J.D. requirement up to three hours
11
past several years. The all too familiar " urban problems
current Municipal Law Seminar in which the students are of independent ·study, in addition to the maximum he
( economic, social and educational inequalities, racial assisting a task force of officials and citizens stu.d ying the earned or· might have earned in qualifying for the J.D.
te.nsions, environmental deterioration, housing shortages, impact of development patterns on energy consumption degree.
Continuation of the multiple-degree program beyond
swelling o.f the welfare rolls, and overburdened health care, and devising development guidelines aimed at energy
the J .D. degree would not be a matter of right. The
police, transportation, sanitation services, and other conservation; and
varieties of municipal services) have placed extraordinary
(4) The design of an experimental Integrated performance of each ~andidate w~ld be monifo~e~ by. his
·strains on state and local governments, and on their. Professional Practice Tr,;iining Program which will provide Faculty Advisor. Onl y , those certified by· .th ~ Gpid,liate
relationships with each other and with their respective , training in negotiation, counseling, trial techniques and Program ·committee, on rec0mmendati0n of ' their
respectjve Facuity Advisors, as havjng the potential for
citize~constituencies. - · '
- •-~· · . ,. :. · ,i
otJier. practice skills for students formed into "simulated
The corresponding need for changes in legal education law firms" during the coming school year (with the undertaking and completing , dissertation extiibiting' high
quality
scholarship would be permitted to pursue the
is reflected in tire introduction of a variety of specialized expectation that parallel doctrinal .and theoretical
programs in a riumber of law schools throughout the instructions ,will be given to st~dents in, two of the groups LL.M . degree into the dissertation stage. Th,;,se certified
callntry:'To our knowledge each concentrates·on a 0mited in the fbrm of a component course in Environmental would be required to complete their di~sertations. no later
than one year' following _the awarding of ihei, ,;especti've
ai-ea of state and local go~ernment law. The most common Management Institutions and Processes).
J.D. degrees. Extensions could be granted by the Graduate
specialities are urban law and environmental la~. In view
Program Committee-under extraordinar,y circumstances. ·
of the scope of the interests in state and local government
law developed at Buffalo during the past decade and our
" IV. The Graduate ~rogram
V. Research and Service Components
unique position as the only law school in the State
University system, we propose the establishment of a
Faculty approval ·of the total Program here proposed
Technological change, persistent, e~onomjc' ~isparitjes,
full•scale; broad•rangi ng State and Local Government Law
will trigger an application for accreditation of a post-J.D. social conflict, pressures on the public fisc', ins'ati~Dle
Program.
program leading the awarding of an LL.M. degree. But the citizen demand for improved and expanded municipal
The major component,s would be (1) a concentration
start and continuation of the.Program will not depend on services and amenities, dwindling land and natural
in state and local government law in the program leading
the Inc/us/on of the Ll.M. element.
resources, the obsolescence of much of our urban
to the first or Juris Doctor ("J .D.") law degree; (2) a
Once accreditation is received students would have the infrastructure, and political resistance to institutional
Graduate Program, leading to a Master of Laws (" LL.M.")
option of entering a multiple-degree program of reform at the local government level have combined to
degree; (3) research; and (4) a service component, linked
instruction leading first to a J.D. degree and ultimately to produce an accumulation of baffling legal problems
with, teaching and research, which would begin with the
the LL.M . for those who complete the program . Those providing exciting research opportunities for students and
holding of seminars for state and local government officials
aspiring to both credentials might declare their intentions faculty in the Program. Many of the research subjects
and attorneys, and · over tilTle provide a resource for
as early as the end of the first semester of the first year of bridge law and other discipl ines well-represented in the
municipal and state level legislators and other officials
law school. Their admission ·as joint degree candidates University Center and will invite collaboration only rarely
engaged in law revision, and in addition provide a program
would be subject to approval by a Graduate Program found in l•w revision studies conducted in th& state and
of continuing legal education in the field .
Committee. Approval would be based largely on prior local government field outside of academic circl~s. Given
academic performance.
this resource and the Faculty's own commitment to train
Qualified persons who have completed their first year law students in statistical and empirical research
11. Cou.-.e Concentration in the J.D. Program
-of law school here or elsewhere might be admitted to the techniques, the Program would stimulate urgently needed
multiple-degree program after screening by the Graduaie investigations into the workings of legal and other public
~ The principal feature of the Program would be the Program Committee.
institutions; and in doing so make valuable contributions
expanding of opportunities for J .D. degree candidates who
Initially, at least, there should be no need to set a to the law reform efforts of legislators and other
choose to specialize , n· state and local government law . . limit on the number of multiple-degree candidates. Upon government officials. This capacity has already been
Their program would begin early - with a course in entering the program they would be required to take a demonstrated in the law and society and law and
Fundamentals of Municipal Law given in the second course on Fundamentals of Municipal Law, to be given in development programs within the Law School.
semester of the first year - to qualify them for upperclass . the spring semester. It should be able to absorb all the
By its varied nature the curriculum itself would
offerings requiring familiarity with the basics of local first-year students admitted as multiple-degree candidates, provide considerable opportunities for research - through
government law. It would not be feasibl~ to define the as well as others. The course might be classified as either a the independent study option, project courses, integrated
courses constituting the field of concentration beyond first•Y,ear small class elective accommodating a maximum subs tan ti ve•law•practice courses dealing with
that. The titles and contents of teaching subjects in state of -approximately 35 students, or as a .first•year large class contemporary local government problems, and seminars.
The dissertation would demand in-depth research by
and local government law are bound to vary from year to elective for an even greater number of students.
year. However, the ingredients of an optimum pro1ram
Continuation past the J . D. phase of ·the candidatesreachingthatstageofthe LL.M . program .
would i,e so selected and arrange(j as to provide basic , multiple-degree program would · require an additional
We have already established liaison with several
training in or knowledae of (1) tho institutions and approval by the Graduate Program Committee. This will be officials and municipal law practitioners, nbt only in our
processes of the state and local governments concerned explained below. At thai point the roster of candidate~for efforts to enrich the curriculum through exposure to their
with local problems, Including the processes by which the LL.M. would be confined to a number the Faculty is personal experience and expertise, hut also to develop a
public policies are formula~d and decisions made for then capable of servicing. Ten would probably be the steady input of pressing state and local government law
legislating administering and enforcing them; (2) .the outside llmlt during the initial few years of the program.
problems for faculty ·and student research. Three-way
functions' of local governments and local au~orities
To qualify for the J.D. degree, one must have faculty-student-practltiono~ relationships· are evolving into placing the heaviest demands on the attention and skills of completed a minimum of 81 semester hours distributed a promising organizational mode for stimulating both
lawyers, includln1 public and private attorneys concerned over at least six semesters, and of that total must have library and empirical research on such problems.
with the day•to-day operations of ll()Yernment as well ai earned at least 72 credit hours with Honors or Qualified
These relationships would be increased and
lawyers participating In the important work of le1islative irides. Twenty-four additional credit hours with Hon<>ff" strengthened with the institution of one of more ongoing
and administrative reform; (3) the more intricate problems or Qualified grades would be required to earn the LL.M. series of semimirs to be conducted under the auspices of
of public finance commonly addressed by lepl scholars degree. These would include 15 credits for coursework and the Program. The partici~ants would include local · '
and practitioners; (4) professional practice, with particular nine credits to be awarded upon the acceptance by th e practitioners, state and local government officials, faculty
- contlnu,d on P"II• 7reference to aspects peculiar to major categories of Graduate Program Committee of a dissertation evaluated
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L·RPC Reoort on LLM.Prog:ram
Through last spring, Opinion presented excerpts from
the long-Range Planning Committee's reports for the law
School~ Master Plan. The last o; those lRPC reports are
now be/ng./ssued, In preparation for faculty ratification of
the law School Master Plan, which will outline the
Institution~ development through the end of the decade.
, The lRPC~ recent reports on the proposed ll.M. and
State and local Government programs are published
herein.
LL.M. Degree Program

Introduction
The ~evelopment of a strong LL.M. program within
the Faculty of Law and Jurisprudence can serve as a focal
pqint for the solidification of the academic program in the
~aw school during the next seven years. The multiple
benefits of such a degree program will resonate throughout
the other activities of the Faculty.

The program envisioned will consist of a two-summer
commitment on the part of participating students to be
satisfied between the freshman · and junior ·years, and

between the junior and senior years. Students will enroll in
two four-credit-hour courses the first summer:. During the
secorid summer two additional four-hoUr courses wfll be
completed and work will continue on a dissertation which
will be completed before the conclusion of the following
academic year for an additional four hours of credit. Upon
receipt of the J.D. degree from an accredited Law School
and completion of the reAliired 20 hours, graduates will 'be
awarded an LL.M. degree from the Faculty· of Law and
Jurisprudence.
In offering the LL.M. degree to students completing a
tw_o-summer course of study, the Facuity will be creating a ·
uniqµe degree program which will offer qualified students
the opportunity to complete both the LL.M . and J.D. (or
LLB.) programs in the time that would normally result
solely in the attainment of the first law degree. This
feature, and the inherent quality of the program, should
attract a first-rate student body.
The LL.M. program will also .h;ive several other
- features which will make it particulariy attractive for both
students and faculty. One such feature is tlje utilization of
faculty members from other uiiiversittes a'nd ' promi~ent
practitioners in the field to supplement the teaching
capabilities of the Faculty. This melding of academics and
• ", practice in a University setting should be of special appeal
t<? both sectors who will have an opportunity to exchange

~.i11formation and ideas on a face to face basis. Students

and will need to be newly justified. Those failing this test contacted in the Facuity's recruitment efforts.
It should be noted that a general improvement of the
will be phased out (see "Ketter Reappointed : Ertell
Named Acting VP," The Reporter, September 5, 1974, p.4 reputation of the Faculty will alsoserve to bring forward
prospective faculty members who before would have
col. 1).
If resources cannot be found elsewhere in the hesitated to consider Buffalo as a possible alternative in
·
University the Faculty should seriously weigh the their teaching careers.
consequences of a shift in its current resources to a LL.M .
VI
.
Placement
program. For example, the curtailment of the current
summer program would pose a serious inconvenience to
Placement oppo~tunities for students in both the
students who find it necessary to graduate after 2½ years LL.M: and J.D. programs should improve through the
or to students needing make-up courses to complete their institution of an advanced degree program. The factors
J.D. program on time. The establishment of an LL.M. foreshadowing this development are identical to those
program will greatly benefit the Faculty in ways outlined which will serve to improve faculty recruitment efforts.
in •this section. It will also have serious costs which cannot Visiting faculty members and practitioners will have an
be overlooked.
opportunity io teach in Buff'.tlo and develop an intimate
Why an LL.M. Program?
'
The basic reasons that justify the establishmentllf an
LL.M. program have been outlined in the introductory
section, These reasor!s will be expanded on here.
'

,I. Uniqueness

knowledge of. the academic program of the Faculty and of1
the students in the program.
This knowledge will enabfe the participants to aid the
placement of individuals in the program. The Placement
and Career Guidance Officer will have new resources to tap
when soliciting placement opportunities for our graduates.
Graduates of the program should find their skills
readily _marketable since the Faculty will have sel ected

The program proposed will not be looked upon as just degree specializations in anticipated 'jgrowth" areas of thp
.
,
·
another advanced law degree without any distinguishing •Law.
features. By allowing i student to complete the LL.M.
As the reputation of the institution and its graduates
program through attendance at summer courses, the improves the Facuity may find itself on recruitment visit
Faculty will be offering a unique opportunity for students lists from which it was previously excluded and may also
to complete a basic and advanced law degree in the time find its graduates under serious consideration for job
normally allocated to the attainment of the first law opportunities previously unavailable.
degree only.
A summer program will noi only attract excellent
VII . library
students but will also allow the participation of visiting
The impl_e mentation of a new academic program
faculty members and prominent practitioners in the field
who would not have the required time to participate in a within the Faculty will provide new impetus to the
expansion and supplementation of the existent collection
regular semester program.
of the Law_Library. Advanced degree programs will require
varying irpprovements in different subject areas as they are
II.Need
included in the LL.M. program. A summer program will
The need for an LL.M. program in a specialized area is allow for a more efficient use of library facilities which are
an elusive factor to dete_rmine. ~h~ faculty can g~nerate i~s generally under-utilized during that time.
?w~!'ns~! by d~~•lop1ng sp~c•~II_Ze_d prqll'am_,5;.m \\'h~ 11
Th[s inf!.ux of new respurces will provide the library
Judges as growth areas of the l~w (1.e. International [aw, with an opportunity to expand and improve the services
State and Local .?~vernm".f!I) •. By anticip~ti~g future _ now o(fered . to, librm y~rs. Aside from the expanded
• demand ·for' profess,onals "ttam<fif m 'Uiese special,zed ·areas ~collection, the library 'will be able to concretely justify the
of the law, the Faculty will be able to allocate its resources expansion of staff necessary to provide the services
wisely.
commensurate with the initiation and the conduct of an
advanced law degree program.
111. Academics

The introduction of the LL.M . program will have a
should also feel satisfied with the well-rounded education positive effect on the academic program of the Facuity. By
such an enterprise would provide.
utilizing visiting faculty members and practitioners to
Other benefits that would be especial!~ appreciated supplement the resources of the Faculty, the program will
not only by the students in the LL.M. priJgfam, but also allow ·- the creation of new courses heretofore unavailable.
by those in the J .D. program, include: bolstering the These new courses will supplement and improve the
: efforts of the placement office through the establishment academic program of the Faculty .
of an informal network to be called upon when needed;
the influx of additional ·resources that would mandate and
IV. Reputation
al_low the expansion of the collection of library materials
-The reputation of ac law faculty is important not only
aryd the increase in staffing; and the increase in the
quantity of cours~ offerings available to students in the because of the student body · it can attract, but also
because of the faculty members it encourages to come to
J.D. and LL.M. programs. There will also be a better
the school and the additional opportunities for placement
utilization of th~ physical plant by increasing summer use
that
become available for graduates from a school with an
of classrooms and a library that would otherwise (emain
above average reputation. A respected law faculty will also
basically" idle.
find it · easier to attract support for research projects
The introduction of new specializations within the
through outside grants.
LL.M. program will. have a mutually beneficial effect on
A well-run LL.M. program of th? nature envisioned in
already established specializations. Joint course offerinls
this plan will serve to bolster the reputation of the
wi 11 •becoll)e increasingly feasible wiih consequent
Faculty. The reasons for this include: the participation of
economies. Other opportunities for the pooling of
visiting faculty members and prominent practitioners in
resources will become available (i.e., acquisition of library
the
field will give a number of key individuals a personal
· materials suitable for two specializations) . The reputation
experience with the faculty in an excellent program -:- it is
o~ established specialized ·degree programs will give an
unlikely that they will keep such information to
injtial respectability to new programs.
themselves; the creation of a un ique program of special
Finally, the concept of an LL.M. offering by the
to students; the initiation of graduates of the
appeal
Faculty is not new. This should be emphasized In any
_ _specific ll ,M. proposal, The LL.M. degree at Buffalo was program into the working and academic world .
included in: the Campus Academic Plan of-1966 prepared
V. Recruitment
by SUNY Central; the 1967 SUNY Development Plan; the
1!168 SUNV at Buffalo Master Plan; and the 1973 SUNV
The recruitment of new -faculty members will be
at'·Buffalo Master Plan. In this last plan, the M.A. arid Ph.d.
d"8rees were added to the list of anticipated degrees to be gre;itly aided by the establishment of an LL.M. program.
Orio
obvious reason stems from the participation of
offered by the Faculty.
individuals outside of the Faculty in the program. These
_ )
The..commitment of Faculty resources to any LL.M.
individuals will' have an opportunity to view the operation
speci;ilization should be made,with caution. The University
of the law school first hand. Even If these participants are
has been in a zero-growth budget in the recent past. It is
not themselves recruited at a later date for permanent
unlikely that this will change in the near future . Financial
support will have to be reassigned . from an:. existing faculty p~ltlons, they will have pined a knowled1e of tho
academic prqgram of the Faculty which should easily find
pro~ in the Unlversi!)' to the LL.M. program thouat,
Its way Into the grapevine and encourage others to come to
--; • not necessarily from lf!e Law School. Dr. Ketter has
·
Indicated this disposition to shift resources ·on a . Buffalo. These fonner participants could also be tapped
University-wide scale. Old programs are to be scrutln(zed for their awareness of promisln1 Individuals who ml~t be

VIII. Students
The upgrading of the student body is in some ways
the most important outcome of the initiation of an LL.M.
program. All the other factors heretofore discussed that
justify the creation of an LL.M. program will serve to
encourage ·the application of students of increasing caliber
to the J .0. program.
·
The improving quality of .t he stude11t body will have a
complementary effe-ct on ·the expanding -reputatio11..1>f the
schooi. It will encourage visiting faculty members and
practitioners to participate in the program. Placement
efforts should be aided by a growing respect for the ·
graduates of the Faculty.

Required Resources
' The development of an LL.M. program will require

'ti\• commitment of future resources of the Faculty.
Savings that may be realized by the sharing of resources by
specialized LL.~. degree program may be offset by · the
need to develop administrative staff positions on a year
rpund basis to coordinate and oversee the LL.M. program
as a whole. It is advisable initially that an individual
professor be designated "Program Director" of each degree
specialization approved and allocate a designated time
commitment to overseeing the program in his or her
specialization until a more formal administrative

mechanism is required.
Procedural Requll'ements for Establlshl111 an LL.M.

Proanm ·

·

The University has an 01tablished procedure for the ·
authorization of new degree programs. Aside from
approval by the Faculty ·of Law and 'Jurisprudence, the
degree program must be aoproved by the Graduate School;
Vice President for Academic Affairs (formerly Acaaemic
Development); Office of Admissions and Records;
University President; Central Staff of SUNV; and the State
Education DepartmenL Application may not be made for
general authority to offer• the LL.M. depee but must be .
sought anew for each additional specialization (i.e.,
International L;iw, State and Local Government).
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members, student participants in the Program, from time
to t ime faculty members and graduate students from other
·departments of the University, and occasionally outside
experts in particular fields. Seminar topics would be
derived largely from contemporary issues confronting
government agencies in the Niagara · Frontier. Professor
Wade Newhouse has already formed one group of
attorneys for school districts who are now in the process
of planning seminars or conferences on school law
problems.
Discussions are now under way which will probably
lead· to the formation of a Law and Education Center,
joining faculty members and other resources of the Law
School and Department of Education of the University.
The encouraging Or undertaking of research is a major
objective of the Center.
An application is now in preparation for funding in ·
197 5 of a coastal zone management law project which
wou ld be undertaken under the auspices of the State and
Local Government Law Program. It would provide 10
fellowships of $1,400 each for students, many if not most
of whom would be joint degree candidates under the
Program, or in any case concentrating in state and local
government law in their J.D. programs. The recipients
would engage in research on a variety of problems
confronting local governments in the management and
protection of lands in inland coastal areas.
Service to the community would not be a major
objective of the Program, but would be an imporldnt
by-product. Once the Program gains momentum and
attracts the attention of state and local government
officials, we would anticipate a constant flow of requ ests,
for assistance in solving municipal law problems.
Institutional arrangements would be devised and efforts
made to honor those requests bearing on problems shared
generally by local governments.and having close affinity to
curricular and research concerns of the Program. One
vehicle now exists. The Buffalo Legisl ative Project, a
student-run organization, undertakes research and drafts
bills fqr state and , local ,legisjators or, qt~er, officials,
Students participating in the State and Local Governm ent
Law Program might provide a resource for ·the Project, in

1

responding to requests for legislative drafting assistance in
area~ of their special interest and competence. A similar
student operated organ ization might be desirable to service
municipal officials in other ways, where, for example, the
end product is a memorandum of law, interlocal agreement
or other legal document, rather than a bill draft. The
organization would be manned by participants in the
proposed Program.
If the coastal zone management law project is funded,
the research of the fellOws working in it is expected to
provide a valuable resource for state and local agencies
•now coping Wiih that kind of environmental law problem.
Eventually it is hoped that the activities generated by
the Program would produce expertisC useful to joint
legislative committees or other law revisioR.commissions or
committees devoted to the reform of laws relating to
local-level problems.

VI. Program Administration
The Program would be administered..by a State and
Local Government Law Program Committee. The Program
Committee would consist of a Chairman and other faculty
members with appropriate teaching and research interests,
as well as <litudent repfesentatives. One of the faculty
members, to be' designated Program Secretary, would be
assigned major administrative responsibilities in the
operation of the Program.
Existing or additional clerical and secretarial personnel
should be assigned to the Program to assist in (1) meeting
special secretarial needs of the Program ; (2) Collecting,
assembling and maintaining state and local government law
materi als, such as loc al government legislation, forms and
other documents, not normally obtained and maintained
by th e Law Library; (3) mamtaining records relating to the
work of joint degree candidates, other than the routine
record s maintained by the Registrar of the Law School; (4)
communicating with ·outside officials and lawyers
participating in the Program; and (5) in the preparation of
agenda for a.Rd tending to other admini'StratiVe dCtails of
the schoo l-community seminars.

Attica Brothers
Gte Prejudice

September 13 marks the third anniversary of the
bloody end to the Attica prison rebellion , when
forty-three prisoners and hostages in D Yard were killed by
police bullets. On September 3, 1974, trials were
scheduled to begin for some of the sixty Attica Brothers
who were involved in that uprising. (No guards or law
enforcement offic'ers or officials were scheduled to begin
trial - then or ever.) But as the week went by it became
apparent that pre-trial issues were far from exhausted.
New motions for dismissal and change of venue were
based on the Erie County Fair Jury Project report, which
earlier had served to eliminate 100,000 potential jurors
from the county rolls on the grounds that Black people,
women, and young people were all systematically
discriminated against and, as a result, grossly
under -represented. Attica Brothers Legal Defense
spokesperson Beth Bonora, who coordinated the jury
study, claims that due - among other things - to fa lse
slatements about the prisoners' treatment of hostages,
spread deliberately by state officials, it wou ld not be
possible to pick an impartial jury from the citizens of Erie
County. She pointed to unsupported claims that throats
were slit and hostages castrated, as particularly prejudicial.
The "defense has also been put at a disadvantage by the
state's having ha'd almost complete control of the evidence
for fifteen months before indictments were handed down.
According to Ms. Sonora, discovery orders which were
supposed to force the state to hand over evidence last
February have not yet been fully complied with.
Furthermore, the fact that two Grand Juries are still sitting
- and able to hand down additional Attica indictments is said to deter some potential defense witnesses from
:.,.:, , .,
spe_aking _up.
·
,
Lack of funds, too, is a perennial pro,blell),f~r, _A,f!~D ,.
Though the defendants' indigent i tatus should entit,le them
to lawyers Raid by the court, ABLD has received no
mOney f;o~ ·the state. Meanwhile, the defense claims, the
prosecution has spent $8 million. - continued on page eight

Why is PU
So Sueces-sful?
The su ccess of this Course Is due to a combination
of factors. First, PLI has an outstanding faculty of
law school professors, all of whom are expert In the
particular areas of New York law which they teach.
The professors review and where necessary rewrlle
their materials for each course to keep you
up-to-date on new law In their respective fields.
Second, a full set of review materials writlen by
these teachers and edited by PLI legal editors is
fUrnlshed each enrollee. The Compendium consists
of 13 soft-bound handbooks which Include 12 on
substantive law and one on evidence. This sel of
h·andbooks is not only ex tremely useful to
successful preparation for the New York Bar
Exam, but It Is also an aid to your pracrJce after
you have been admitted lo the Bar.
Third, the PLI Bar Review Course offers both
lectures an<t clinics in which typical exam
questions are dissected and proper answers are
illustrated. Instruction Is also given on preparing
for the Bar Ex;iim, as well as on techniques in
answering the short answer, multiple choice and
essay sections of the exam .

Administrative Law
Agen cy & Partnership
Bail men ts & Carriers
Bankruptcy
Canon s of Ethi cs
Commercial Paper
c;onnlcts
Constitutional Law
Contracts
Corporations
Criminal Law
Domestic Relations
Equity
Evidence
Federal Jurisdiction

ln suran ct
Labor Law
Mortgages
Municipal Corporation s
New York Practice ·
Perpetuities
Product Liability
Real Property .
Sales
Secured Transactio'ns
Sure tyship
Taxation
Torts
Trusts
Wills & Adminislration

Problem Analysis Clinics
In addition to lectures on the adjective and
substantive subjects covered by the PLI Bar
Review Course, an additional 27 hours will be
devoted to helping students develop the
techniques necess,u .y to answer · adequately Bar
Exam essay, multiple choice and short answer
questions.

Tuition
Because PU is a non-profil corporation the tuition
fee for the 1975 Winier Bar Review Course is $150.
This fee includes' the lecture course , the probl em
analysis clinics and t~e PLI Bar Review Library .
Faculty
PU h'as an outstanding faculty or law school
professors, all of whom are experts In their
particular areas of New York Law. The professors
review, rewr,ite and supplement their materials for
each course to keep you up-to-date on new law In
theirrespec'tiveareas:
The current faculty Includes :

. Bert S. Prunty, Jr.
Dean, University of Maine
School of Law
Ernest F. Roberts.
Professor, Cornell Law School
iric J. Schmertz
Professor, Hofstra University
School of Law
Bernard Schwartz
Edwin D. Webb Professor,
~cw York University
School of La'¥

Sheila L. Birnbaum
Associate Professor, f'..ordham University
School of Law

David 0. Siegel
Professor, Albany Law School

E. Allan Farnsworth
McCormack Professor, Columbia
University School of Law

MIiton A SIiverman
Professor, New York Law School

.WalterG. Farr, Jr.
Professor, New York University
School of Law
·

A primary re.a.son for students failing the Bar Exam
Milton G. Gershenson
has been their Inability to apply their knowledge to
Professor, Brooklyn
a given problem. In the Problem Analysis Clinics,
PLI Bar Review Llbruy
Law School
Expertly edited to assure maximum usefulness In the correct approach, method of analysis and form
preparation for the New York Bar, these books of answer are explained and demonstrated.
Martin R. Hauptman
s ubstantially reduce the need for laborious , Valuable guidance Is given on the techniques of
Professor, Brooklyn
note-t;iiklng. The llbra~y comprises ii full set of breaking down compllcated fact situations into the
Law School
d!verse Issues Involved.
subst;iintlve and adjective study materials.
,_
William D. Hawkland
This llbruy Includes:
Professor, University of Illinois
(1) 1974 COMPENDIUM Of NEW YORK LAW Three sample take-home essays are issued prior to
Law
School
the Problem Analysis Clinics by Professors
(13 handbooks)
·former Provost and Dean,
Seml-annu;iifly updated, revised and stre;iimllned ' McLaughlin, Siege! and Hawkland. Model answers
Buffalo Law School ·
surveys of New York black letter law, these are then distributed fordisclsslon by the Professors ·
Louis A. Kass
c onvenient handbooks offer comprehensive so that all students have an opportunity to learn
Legal author, lecturer and Director
outlines of all the required subjects. A necesnry their strong and weak points in essay writing.
of the Kass Problem Clinics
tool for understanding New York and substantive
Short Answer, Multiple Choice Analysis Clinics
law .
Joseph M. Mclaughlin
NEW YORK LAW OF EVIDENCE by Qean Professor Kass- will devote nine hours to short
Dean and Professor,
answer and multiple choice questions, similar to
Joseph M. Mclaughlin, Fordham Law School.
Fordham University
rhe Rules of Evldenc;:e presented In compact form those that have appe'ared In past Bar Exams. He
School of Law
will teach lechnlques of analyzing and answ~ing
by Dean Mclaughlin .
Michael M. Martin
( 2) Two volumes of Questions and Answers the three types of Yes-No's which appear on the
Assqclate Professor,
slmfl;,ir to those frequently appea,ring on the New York Bar Examination. Answers to questions
Fordham University
Bar Exam, consisting of appro~lmately 400 wlll not be a mere Yes or N~; reasons, explanations
SchOOI of Law
and citations will be glvem
pa1es.
1
(3) Supplementary Materials.
. lol)n J. M~ehin
Mr. Kass has conducted the .Kass Problem AnaJysls · Professor; 8rooSUyn 1
Cllnlcs In New York for many years find will
iubjecu
Law School
rhe following are subjects within the scope of the continue 10 conduct his own cour~ In essay
'!Xam on which you may be lested. All are covered analysis In ' addition lo his participation In our
,n 1h11 Pl I R~r l{ey lflwr:011roi,- •

PU Bar Review Director:
Benjamin H. Skor
The PLI Promise
If you take the PLI Bar Review Course and you do
not pass the Bar Examination, you may attend the
lectures again at a reduced rate of $ I 00. This fee
will Include the Pll Bar Review Library
(Compendium) If a new edition has been published
since you took the exam .
For Information
If you have any questions about the PU Bar
Review Course, please address all inquiries to.: Bar
Review, Practising Law Institute, 1133 Avenue of
the Americas, New York, New York 10036.
Phone : (212) 765-5700.
Note: the Pl/ Bar Revltw Course Is cttrt/flt .d by.the r1 •
New Yo,~ ~fate Board of Education f,or, the ,
training of veterans. Upon' enro/lmen1, a,!~eterans
••
should apply lo the Veterans' Administration, 252
Set1enlh At1tnue, New Yorlt, New York 10001 for
a C~rllflcate of Ellglb/llty. Veteran.f rrsldlng in
other states should contact PU for furlh er
.Information,

The 'Pre-BarCoul'H1wlll start In October.
Afl lnter:e's ted· stude'nts 1 are Invited to h an :'
'lnfortnatlonal ,fflNttn1 on Thursday, October 3rd
1.t 2:30 p.m. In Room 213. For more Information
contact Pll Reprnentatlves Elliot Schllenel
llt11t-411fli} or Winnie Dudley.
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VII . Resources
We do not anticipate the need for special designation
of facu lty members or the allocation of 'specific facu lty
loads to manage the coursework identified with the
Program. At this stage, we do not foresee the need to
conduct special courses exclusively for LL.M . candidates in
the Program . The total student enrollment in the Law
School's J.D. · program wou ld not be increased. The
number of students in resiQence at any given time might be
increased to the extent LL.M . candidates who have .
completed their J.D. work may enroll for an additional
semester. But this number is expected to be small.
Generally, the students in the multiple-degree program
would be absorbed in the regular curriculum. Those
seeking additional 15 hours of credit to qualify for the
LL.M. degree would inflate enrollments during the summer
sessions to some extent, and might conceivably compel the
addition of one faculty line in the summer program.
Fac~lty supervision of the programs of individual
multiple-degree candidates, especially in connection with
their
dissertation research and writing, would impose
1
" burdens that are difficult to quantify but wou ld be
nevertheless felt. If as many as 10 candidates were in the
dissertation stage during a given year, the costs of faculty
supervision of the entire Program might be estimated,
roughly, as the Oj!Uivalent of from one-half to a full
workload of a .full-time facu lty member. Whether this
would require the appointment of additional faculty
would <iepend on a number of variables not yet
predic\able, suet> as the ·extent of faculty time available
from other quarters to fill gaps created by instructors
devoting substantial . time to this Program; and the total
number of courses required to fulfill the total
commitments of the Law School during the given period.
A principal reason for the overlapping, multiple-degree
scheme is to obviate the heavy costs to both the Faculty
and participating students of extended additional
residency in fulfillment of the LL.M. requirements. The
m'l>l'!'•tra:dit.ional fype of LL.M . program requiring one year
of '.residency' beyond the third year of law school is beyond
the reach of most law students unless subsidies in the form
of fellowships, assistantships or internships are availa.ble.
The prospects of obtaining large University or outside
funding for this purpose are not good. It would be
desirable if some funds could be obtained to support
aca_demic-year or sumr:ner studies by multiple-degree
candidates in the proposed Program, or to help support
candidates during the months following receiAl of the J .D.
degree when they are concentrating on their dissertation
work. However, the obtaining of such funds should not be
regarded as a sin• qua non.

Open Letter
-contlnu~d from page 3-

visiting appointmenls-;'of faculty on leave or sabbatical, .
since the absence of key faculty can and has resulted in
major deficiencies in certain areas. Such defiCiencies have
interfered with the development of sequences and the
opportunity for students to specialize in areas plagued
with temporary deficiencies; areas such as.Labor Law with
Professors Atleson on leave and Kochery about to take
sabbatical.
Fifthly, with th'e collapse of the ten interdisciplinary
appointments the Administration had been ~ountirig upon,
we believe it wise to refrain from a further commitment of
Law School lines to specifically interdisciplinal'l( courses,
preferring instead that the Law School direct students with
interdisciplinary interests to existing joint degree p1ograms
or at least advise them to take particular course offerings
in other departments.
·
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Lastly, we wish to reiterate our concern over present
budgetary priorities, as the continuing diversion of
resources to narrowly-specialized modes of instruction
accommodating fewer students can only have a
detrimental impact on the professional program and any
possible concentrations therin in this time of budgetary
cutbacks. A strong professional program with sequences as
proposed should, we believe, be the first priority, and that
necessitates. the immediate remedying of recognized
deficiencies with the budgetary resources now available.

In conclusion, we wish to focus the faculty'.s attention
not , so much upon our criticism of certain progr~ms,
though we have found it shared by many faculty, as upon
our positive 511apstions for strengthening the professional .
proa,am, which ·s uaestions we ask be written into the
, , School's forthcoming Master Plan for implementation
hopefully within the next year. In this, we trust that
faculty and swdenb will become united in further(ng our
· common desire to better the School ·and the profess,on.

Roymond J. Bowi.
. Donold Lohr
1/#njomln R. ld~/alt
Oitn#I R. McDonald
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Ian IMWaal
John M, Mendenhall
Mark A. Linneman

Alumni Line PAD Reorients Activity;·
by Earl S. Carrel

Another school year has started, and
with it another issue of the Opinion and
another Alumni Line cblumn. For those
who are just beginning their careers at
O'Brian Hall and for those who are
beginning their careers out of O'Brian Hall,
we wish you the best of luck - you'll need
it.
A re-introduction to Alumni Line is
probably in order at this time. _It is a
column written by an alumnus for a
student paper which, several years ago,
decided that the Law School was more
than a self-cQ11tained entity. It is a forum
for class notes, comments on the Law
School and. the legal profession, sometimes
referred to as the "Law Business" and a
vehicle whereby interested alumni can let
their thoughts ·be known to students,
fatuity, and other alumni. Items of interest
and comments are appreciated and
encouraged. Just send them in to Alumni
Line.
Not everyone agrees with the thoughts ·
set forth in this column. My critics include
Don Lohr and Bill Greiner, both of whom
were wrong - although Greiner was
presenting a well-researched ,
well-developed argument which just did
not make it. Past presidents of the A)umni
· Association have also seen fit to comment
on my comments. All critics are welcol11e,
but forewarned to come well prepared(.__ '
Norman C, Hise, '25, died July 7, 1974.
Charles J. McDonough, '28, died August
16, 1974. Mr.' McDonough was a memb_er
and vice-chairman of the Canisius College
Board of Trustees, a former , ·meinber and
president of the Buffalo Board of
Education, and past president ofthe Erie
County Bar Association. He received· the
Law School's Distinguished Alumni Award
in•1967.
·

a

Abraham R. Kus/mfr, '29, ,jied July 7,

1974.
John E. leach, '32, died July TO, 1974.
Mr. Leach, a partner in thefirm 'of Brown,
Keny, Turner, Hassett, and Leach was
Chairman of the New York State Bar
Association House of Delegates at the time
of his death. He had been a member of the
NYSBA Executive Committee since 1968,
and was Chairman of the 8th Judicial
District Character Committee. Mr. Leach
was also counsel to the State University of
New York at Buffalo. He was a past
president of th~ Erie County Bar
Association.
,,
·
Sebastian J. Bellomo, '34, former Chief
Judge of Buffalo City Court w~s appointed
to a nine-year term on the New York State
Court of Claims. ~
David C. Adams, '37, vice-chairman of

the Board of the
Company, received
Award at the U/B
Dinner in June.

National Broadcasting
a Distinguished Alumni
General Alumni Board
·

John J:. DeSantls , '39, died August 17,
1974. Judge DeSantis was a member of the
Niagara Falls City Court since 1964 and
served as Chief Judge from 1970 to the
time of his death.
Thomas/. Ryan, '48, died July 9, 1974.
Formerly a partner in the firm of Frey,
Russo, and Ryan, Justice Ryan was.
appointed U.S. Commissioner for the
Western District of New York in 1960. He
was elected to Buffalo City Court in ·1966
and to ihe Supreme Court in 1969. Since
early 1974 he had served as Administrative
Judae for Criminal Justice in the 8th
Judicial District
Ann T. Mikol/, '54, Justice of the New
York State Supre,i,e Court for the 8th
Judicial District, received a Distinguished
Alumni Award at the U/8 Gerieral Alumni
Board Dinner In Iune.

Fronk W. Domb',,,ws1t1, 'SS, died Ausust
3, 1974.

· Passes Resolution

Carlos C. Alden Chapter of Phi
Alpha Delta Legal Fraternity, has,
after several years of relative
inactivity at the Law School,
reoriented its activities with an
influx of new members and under
new leadership.
PAD, which last year sponsored
several panel discussions, this year
has constituted itself as a lobbying
hrce for strengthening the
professional program, inculcating
professionalism .in the study and
approach to law, and expanding
opportunities, here for the student
intent upon practicing law after
graduation.
Approximately a dozen
first-year students have been
initiated as associates recently,
while another membership drive is
being plan.nod to reach second-·and
third-year students. Officers this
year are Ray Bowie as Justice, Don ·
Lohr as Vice-Justice, •and Mark
Linneman as Clerk.

Last week, PAD endorsed a
resolution to the faculty
questioning certain aspects of the
new Criminal Justice Specialist
Program thit "envision thf!
attitudinal and behavioral
modification of participants so as
to sensitize them to certain specific
s•ocial pressures and . ideological
perspectives." The resolution
expressed opposition to any
program which seeks attitudinal
modification as a preset end, and
which assumes that participating
studen·ts ought to share the faculty
supervisors' critical apJ)raisal of the
subject of study. PAD asked the
faculty to eliminate such elements
from the program and insure that
no attempt is made to proselytize
particular attit~des or ideologies
through the program, as this latter
was said to be "inconsistent with
academic freedom, the impartial
provision of legal skills, and the
best intere_sts of the profession.''

Turn of the Screw
by Ian De l'/(](1/
where attendance had been regular
but registratio11 had never been
The new revised student satisfactorilycompleted.
handbook is now available. For
those students who did not receive
All students with work-study
a copy in class, extras are available
awards who are not yet placed,
in the Registrar's Office, 304
. please see me as soon as possible to
O'Brian. The handbook contains a
avoid having your award
thorough assortment of academic
withdrawn. No one will be
rules and policies as well as
permitted to retain the award who
invaluable general information on
how to get most things . does not commence filing time
sheets · this semester (not in
accomplished within the university
December either).
framework. The book also contains
the Court of Appeals requirements
for admission to the New York
Scholar Incentive rejectees: If
· State Bar.
you have been denied financial
Please be sure to pick up a copy. emancipation status by the Scholar
All students will be expected to be Incentive Bureau, could you please
-familiar with the regulations of the leave your name and number with
Law School as printed in the me. I am trying to find out how
manual. There is one important~ many swdents are in this position
note: where reference· is made to at the law s chool in anticipation of
'seeing the Assistant Dean for a possible legal action. I am
particul~r procedure, please see the _particularly interes'te_d in
Associate Dean Robert Fleming.
individuals who claimed that they
were emancipated commencin1
It is important that all students within the time period January 1,,
verify their · class registration to 1973 to September 1, 1973.
insure that SARA (the University
Also , on Scholar Incentive:
Computer) has· a record of your don't feel alone if you applied for
registration in each course. If you . Scholar Incentive last June 1st and
have, not picked up your most have not heard anything from them
recent class card after submitting a despite the fact that you have also
change of registration form, please written asking about the
do so as soon as possible. This will disposition of your application,
avoid problems later such as This is apparently a very common
receiving 11 F" grades for classes occurence . this year. If voi., are
never attended and not· being concerned ab9ut payment of your
allowed to take a final . in courses tuition bill, please see me,

"Literally, a man is

what he think,."

Greg Foblanlld
•380 Delaware Avenue
Buffalo,.New York 14202
Telephone: 864-1846
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